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GREENGAIRS COMMUNITY COUNCIL MEETING WITH FCC AT LANDFILL SITE GREENGAIRS

ON 26th August 2014

IN ATTENDANCE: Jack, David and Craig of FCC
Maria, Graham and Ann of GCC

David opened the meeting with updates on Issues discussed at previous meeting and issues
raised since by the Community Council.

1. Cohn Marshall has been on site to review the details for the changes to the Mechanical
Treatment facility, the height of the shed In particular Is being reviewed. The facility would
provide the potential to divert 25,000 tonnes of waste from landfill Including metals and
plastics. All waste management contracts will require that the site has the facility to
recover as much as possible.

2. The new hours will be relevant to the MT facility. We pointed out that this would mean an
Increase In the number of vehicle movements which will be additional to the figure
Included in the change of hours application. The MT emissions will be minimal, the
treatment is not biological, the automatic doors on the building will reduce dust etc and
the recovered materials should be moved from the site within 72 hours. The tonnages
quoted on the application which relate to the existing landfill permission are overly
optimistic as, the tonnage is more likely to be 400,000 per year as opposed to the
permitted 3,500,000 tonnes per year.

3. The facility to process ash, soil etc will support MT In the short term, there has been no
discussion with local incinerator. The ash Is likely to be treated and partly weathered, It
will be on a concrete standing with water run−off to lagoons. The soil and hard core will be
used on−site as relevant after treatment. There should be no odours as it will be a quick
turnaround.

4. It appears that due to pressure with other planning applications etc there has been no
progress on the issue of the state of the roads. Graham stated that there is a Section 96
agreement in place relating to the roads, Jack will look into this. Traffic Management Is
still not being effective In reducing Impact on residents next to the haul road and the pot
holes haven't been repaired.

5. Graham met with Dave to walk the parks and potential paths, discussions are still
ongoing.

6. Lawyers for FCC are drawing up a lease agreement for the Park, this Is ongoing.

7. The work is ongoing and new processes are being put In place for the control of odours.
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Minutes taken and compiled by Ann Coleman, Secretary Greengairs Community Council.


